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NEW FEARS is a gallery for dance, performance and transdisci-
plinarity, representing Berlin-based and international artists. For 
each episode NEW FEARS invites 2 artists for a residency, which 
leads to a public event. The process is accompanied by a writer, 
whose output togehter with a visual documentation manifests in a 
publication.

NEW FEARS #8 invited Won June Choi who collaborated with 
several artists on an immersive project bringing together perfor-
mance and clubculture, which was documented and written about 
by Maansi Jain. Further NEW FEARS #8 invited Emilio Cordero 
Checa, who developed an installation encompassing sound, light 
and objects, in which Julian Weber was performing.

                                                                      https://www.newfears.net/



TOMATOLUVGOESGAZE in lidar+
by maansi jain
poems, 3d scans, documentary performance in lidar and an instal-
lation

TOMATOLUVGOESGAZE is a performance and documentation 
in lidar using 3d scanning by artist maansi jain. The scans and po-
ems here were made from the site of NEW FEARS #8and inspired 
in part by some scenes witnessed by the character of #TOMATO-
LUV, which heralds from 2014 and is an ongoing experimental and 
evolving series in jain’s oeuvre which appeared on Seattle based 
The Blush Room in 2016, Jäegermeister‘s NIGHT EMBASSY in 
2019 courtesy Aime Simone and Sonja Fix’s curation, in Opium 
Hum and Tabitha Swanson’s Mordorkore at Fiese Remise in 2020, 
and now at New Fears Gallery in 2022.

The formal and linguistic references go beyond traditional and pu-
rely literary “canon” informed ideologies. With diction as another 
social field of sorts in jain’s artistic oeuvre, a reader is invited to re-
call how healthy meaning is only ever made in a mindful state, and 
often in contemporary life, with a multicultural approach in mind. 
Jain weaves together their New York University based study of 
semiotics, linguistic theory gleaned from Steven Pinker’s The Lan-
guage Instinct, and Deutsche Telekom and Mckinsey sponsored 
research in automation technology, to offer new perspectives in 
a respectful homage to the occasionally dastardly and yet deeply 
elegant concept of gestalt.

Thanks to New Fears Gallery for the invitation and to the Berlin 
Senat for the financial Support, TOMATOLUVGOESGAZE in lidar 
by maansi jain was able to find a semi-permanent home in the 
form of this printed format. Please enjoy some scanned artifacts 
recontextualised with fragments of language called poetry!
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